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ABSTRACT

Algebraic combinations of coincidence multi-
plicities can be formed which ate relatively
independent of detection efficiency, yet pro-
portional to the amount of nuclear material
being assayed. Considering these combina-
tions, rather than the coincidence alone as
signatures, has the demonstrable advantage
that the assay results are comparatively inde-
pendent of sample geometry or even matrix.

introduction

The most notable characteristic of fis-
sionable material wich respect to the possi-
bility of an assay signature is, of course,
the fission process Itself, in particular the
fact that a multiplicity of neutrons and
gammas are released within a very short time
of each fission. The uniqueness of thia
action maUes coincidence detection a naturally
appropriate technique for assaying such mate-
rial' In addition, coincidence measurements
bestow another important benefit, in that the
count due to non-coincident radiation uhich is
not relevant to the amount of material can be
suppressed, thus Improving the signal to noise
ratio of the measurement. The fact that the
statistical uncertainty Increases with the
order of the coincidence demanded, due to
lower count rates, is generally considered a
worthwhile compromise in view of the Improve-
ment in the quality and specificity of the
data. In fact the benefits of coincidence
counting are so great as to be taken usually
for granted, so much so that an Important
drawback is often overlooked: this Is that
the detection efficiency for an n-fold coinci-
dence varies as the nth power of the typical
detector's singles detection efficiency. Tw>
major factors la the efficiency of detection
are the position of a point In the sanple
relative to the detectors ("geometry") and
attenuation of the radiation due to interven-
ing material ("mafctix"). The effect of these
is to create differences In the intensity with
which the radiation per amount of nuclear
material is received from different parts of
the sample. Thus, the higher the degree of
the coincidance the more the differences are
accentuated with which Identical amounts of
material t/tll be assayed, depending on posi-
tion within the counting volume and the inter-
vening matrix.

The purpose of this paper is to demon-
strate that it is possible to preserve the
advantages of coincidence counting, without
the disadvantages caused by the increased
sensitivity to efficiency as a function of
geometry and matrix as higher crders of coin-
cidence (larger number of detector channels
put into coincidence) are employed.

The general principal is Co cake use of
the various pieces of counting information
potentially available froo an n-fold coinci-
dence circuit to form algebraic combinations
which are proportional to the amount of mate-
rial being assayed, thereby furnishing an
assay signature, yet not dependent (at least
to a good approximation) on the efficiency of
the detectors*

The simplest Illustration of this is a
two-fold coincidence system, i.e., two detec-
tors whose outputs are put into coincidence
with one another, each detector viewing the
same point source of coincident radiation.
The singles count rate of detector I, Hj, is
proportional to th« efficiency e^ of that
detector for the radiation, and to the source
strength q, i.e., H^ <* e^q. Similarly
Nj °<£2<t" T h e coincidence count rate Nj2 on
the other hand will depend on the source
strength, &nd the product of the efficiencies
el e2 ! H 1 2 f ( '

R -

where K combines the proportionality con-
stants,^) can be formed. It Is seen to be
independent of the respective detection
efficiencies, yet proportional to the source "
activity q. This technique has in fact been
long us-d by radiochemlsts for measuring abso-
lutely ths strength of a source tAiich etd.ts
coincident radiation, without requiring cali-
brated detectors.(2)

Higher order coincidence arrangements
£fford the possibility of oehar of what might
be Mraed "efficiency invariants" or "invari-
ant ratios". Tor example, consider a third
order coincidence arrangecent. Then the pos-
sible information obtainable fron it are the
three singles rates N^, Nj, H3, the three
two-fold coincidence rates N12,

 H23» H31> and>
of course, the three-fold coincidence rate,
S123' Proa these eha following algebraic
quantities can be formed shich for a point
source would be Independent of efficiency, and
yet proportional eo source sereageh:

Or THIS OOCUMT IS UNLIBIITEffl



N123

H 2" 3 H3HI ^ symbolized by (S/D) (1)

^12 ^23 "31

symbolized by (D/T) (2)

symbolized by (S/T) (3)

Similarly, a four-fold coincidence
arrangemenc uould allow even more possibili-
ties of forming efficiency invariant comblna-
tiono.

In these expressions, the various counts,
"l» "ij> N11k> etc., ideally should stsm only
from the process producing the coincidence.
Thus, room background, or in the case of Che
coincidence counts, chance ("accidental")
coincidences, should in principle be subtract-
ed out.

These expressions are truly independent
of efficiency only for point sources- To re-
late these to a realistic situation in which
the sample has a finite extent, the origin of
each term representing ." ccunt oust be consid-
ered as an integration carried out over source
and detector volumes, taking into account the
change in solid angle with aach element of
volume, absorption or attenuation caused by
matrix in any given line of sight between sam-
ple and detector, and possibly also the depen-
dence of detection efficiency and absorption
on energy spectrum of the radiation. Expres-
sing these count rate expressions as simple
products of efficiencies is an approximation
Eatheoatically equivalent to replacing a com-
plicated (generally Intractable) integral over
many factors^) with a simple product of
effective values of the separate factors. It
Is therefore not clear to what extent these
efficiency invariants aould remain so under
practical circumstances with samples In which
the nuclear material is distributed over a
finite volume, ecc. This question is in fact
what is addressed in a preliminary way in the
present paper.

Before procedlng, one point in particular
should be dealt with. The notion that affects
of a geometrical nature can be alleviated with
this efficieucy invariant technique seems to
be readily accepted; often however, this is
noc so with matrix absorption. The thought-
experiment counter argument is proposed of a
point source which is completely shielded from
the surrounding detectors. The appropriate
ratio invariant expression would then be fur-
nishing an assay signature proportional to the
strength of the source even though no radia-
tion from the source reaches ths detectors.
Tho seeming parados is lasolved however when
the completely shielded source is considered
as the limit of a process in which the shield-
ing is gradually increased. The efficiency
invariant expression will remain constant ia
average value, only its statistical uncertain-
ty will increase (ultimately beyond bounds),
as the shielding becomes more complete. When

the ratio invariant technique Is used, partic-
ular algebraic combinations of ehe various
count rates available from the coincidence
circuit furnish the assay signature(s), not
any one of tha individual count rates. The
individual count rates, uhlch of course are
affected adversely as shielding inereaoes,
Bill suffer In statistical accuracy, causing
the statistical uncertainty in the maan value
of the efficiency invariant to increase,
Chough without changing its mean value.

Apparatus

The coincidence arrangaeont used to test
the various ratio invariants eas an ISAF(4)
with the original electronics replaced by a
standard NUl-module-based coincidence arrange-
ment capable of supplying tha complete infor-
mation needed.

The ISAF detector module basically con-
sists of three vertical cylindrical (~40 cm H
x —IS cm 0) plastic sclntillator photomulti-
plier detectors (so that up to a three fold
coincidence can be decected) occupying three
corners of a 3quare floor plan. The fourth
corner hold3 a subthreshold Am241-I.i (a,n)
source of uncorrelated neutrons• Removing
this -106 n/s source allows the instrument
to be used passively. The detectors are
lightly shielded (~lcm Pb) against low energy
gammas, but are capable of detecting typical
fission gamma energies as well as the fast
fission neutrons.

All the electronics used following the
detectors ware made up of standard commercial
nlm modules of the type commonly used in fast
coincidence uork, in kcapicg with the moder-
ately fast rise times of the photomultiplier
signals (<5ns) and the resolution time of the
coincidence circuit (~30ns). This resolution
time was apparently consistent with radiation
flight time, detector light path lengths, and
the pulse rise tiaes, as resolution times
shorter than this would cause losses -In the
crue coincidence count rates. Critical cine
con3tanta wert determined by coaxial cables
cut to the proper length and adjusted to be
within 0.1 ns of each ocher.

Employing the efficiency invariant signa-
tures in this three—fold coincidence system
requires separate knowledge of the true sin-
gles Nx, H2»

 N3f th<5 'rue doubles N12, »23>
N31, and the true triple ^ 2 3 • Th*3 k> turn
requires knowledge of the chance counts in-
cluding background contributions.

The block diagram of the coincidence
logic, implemented with stanlard commercial
nim logic modules, which is shown in Figure 1,
allows simultaneous measurement of true and
chance coincidences. The chance singles are
evaluated by substituting a sample similar to
the actual as regards matrix but without nuc-
lear material. The chance coincidences are
evaluated simultaneously aud automatically by
virtue of the delay lines of length greater
than the coincidence resolving time and of
suitable length relative to one another in-
serted In appropriate places In :he logic.



The logical output3 X, t, Z constitute three
siEultauGoua linear equations in Che quanti-
ties

T 3 - S 1 23. T*C

and C 3 ~ 4x23:

Z » T 3 + 3T2C + SC3,

2 » T 3 + C 3 + T ^ ,

T - C 3 ,

from which T 3 » Hx23 c a n te readily extract-
ed. The way the true two-fold counts N^j,
S23, $3^ are obtained Is to subtract the A^j
from the (Nji + Aj«). The true singles counts
Nj are obtained by subtracting background
counts Ai from the (N^+Aj) measured with nuc-
lear material present•

The individual channels were made approx-
imately equally sensitive using a combination
of photomultiplier bias, amplifier gain, and
discriminator threshold adjustments.

Coincidence channels ware checked for
correct functioning by demanding that the
doubles rates bs approximately equal when the
detectors tare exposed to 2 source with two
energetic photons in quick cascade
(Co65) (5) and that ^ J + A J J ) «• AJJ for a
source of uncompleted singles (Cs 1 3 7). The
triple coincidence circuitry ras checked for
approximate conformity with tha predicted
count rates uith an uncorrelated source, name-
ly that X - I - 1/8 Z.

Measurements oere made with the aid of
frw> Jigs. Tha first, shown in Figure 2,
allowed passive node measurements exploring
the I SAT spatial response to be made using a
—10^ n/s Cf2^2 source, physical extent, —1
cm L x ~0.3 an D. Using it, the Of 2 5 2

source could be positioned at heights from the
ISAF sample platform to the top of the detec-
tors • This jig also allowed thirae radial
positions. The second jig (Fig. 3) was used
to study spatial and matrix effects in the
active mode assay of D 2 3° in a typical stor-
age container. This jig «as made of sheets of
aluminum each with a regular pattern of holes
designed to hold sample vials of CIO2 in planes
separated a prescribed distance from one ano-
ther. The sheet3 were hald at rigid distances
from each other. The overall dimension of the
jig ware such that it could just fit into a
~41 matol can of a size and shape often used
in the nuclear industry for containment and
storage. The sample vials are of aluminuu
~2.5cm D x 2.5cm H, each holding 10.Og of TO2,
with (235U/U) -0.93. These samples could be
positioned as desired through out the lattice
of possible positions created by the Jig to
simulate any desired distribution of 10.Og
amounts of UOj in the —4i can volume. In
addition the vertical position of the can
could be adjusted within the ISAF sample
volume, thus in effect duplicating an $1
volume. The remaining space within the can
co»ild be fille«l with a variety of materials

representing various matrix materials, such as
air ("no matrix"), polyethylene beads, vermie-
ulite, wet vermiculite, and sand.

The table holding the samples or jigs
rotated (at 6 rpm) except ahere angular
response variation uaa being measured.

Data Collection and Reduction

The data froa each run iraa collected in
12 sealers. Background Has measured before,
duriag, and after long scries of QQaouremsnts,
using a sample similar in form and composition
to the one being assayed except for special
nuclear material.

Data reduction consisted of the following
sequence:

1. The sealers representing X,Y,Z
"rare used to compute the true triples T 3, the
chance triples, C3, and the combination of a
true double and a chance single, T2C.

2. Background <ras subtracted for all
categories (singles, doubles, triples).

3. The two fold trues ware found by
simple subtraction of the corresponding pure
chances, Htj » (Nij + A1;j) - Aj-j

4. The ratios expressed by relations
1, 2, 3 were computed

5. These ratios then normalized to
the first reading to facilitate lntercomparl-
son

6. The various invariants were then
plotted, together with the conventional
singles (S), doubles (D), and triples (T),
using an HP85 computer.

There are thsn for this three fold coin-
cidence arrangement six distinct signatures
available, the first three being the hereto-
fore familiar ones:

(i) Total (or average) singles count rate
(S)

(il) Total (or average) double coincidence
count rate (D)

(iii) Trip.ta coincidence rate (T)

In addition, there are now three quantities
which collectively will ba referred to as
"invariants":

(iv) Invariant composed if singles and
doubles (S/D) (added or averaged)

(v) Invariant composed of doubles ar'
triples (D/T)

(vi) Invariant made up of si xgles and
triples (S/T)



Considering che first three among them-
selves, the signal to background ratio improv-
ed by orders of magnitude in the sequence
S.D.T. The notation (S/D), CD/T), and (S/T),
are Just convenient symbols denoting Che
expressions (1), (2), and (3)respecclvely.

Experimental Results

Series 1. Spatial variation in the pas-
sive mode. Using the jig of Fig. 3 the axial
position in the sample volume of a Cf 2 5 2

source was varied. The data plotted in Fig. 4
illustrates <«ell ths progressively increased
dependence on efficiency for S, 0, and T as
the sample is moved vertically. Each Incre-
ment of distance is equival3nt to 2.5cm; posi-
tion 16 corresponds to ~>40cm above the sample
turntable in the ISAF and Is just above the
detectors and outside what would be normally
considered the sample volume. In contrast the
invariants all give essentially the same, com-
paratively flat response.

Series 2. Effect of matrix in the pas-
sive mode. Using the same geometry and jig,'
as in (1) above, the Cf252 3Ource was wrap-
ped in 1.25cm of lead, forming a cylindrical
shield ~10cm long about the source. This sim-
ulated a matrix which strongly attenuates the
fission gammas tut affects the fission neutron
flux relatively little. The ISAF as normally
used depends to a large extent on fission
gammas in addition to neutrons to form coinci-
dences. As can be seen from Fig. 5, D and T
again are strongly affected uhile the invari-
ants all yield about the 3ame relatively flat
response.

la the remainder of the experimental
ttork, the ISAF Has used in the active mode.
These results may be related to the previous
in that the spatial response is now essential-
ly che product of the detector response as
might in principle be determined passively,
multiplied by the interrogation source neutron
flux profile.

Ho claim can be made that the variations
in che Interrogation source flux profile uill
ba in any way mitigated by this invariant
ratio technique. Indeed, the effective source
strength of an element of volume in the sample
Bill now be essentially the product of the
amount of nuclear material present capable of
undergoing induced fission and the interroga-
tion flux at chat volume element. The effi-
ciency invariant technique would be expected
to properly assay the induced effective source
strength, not necessarily the amount of
nuclear material.

A practical difficulty in studying the
active mode is that the closest thing ta a
point sample that was available, namely the
lOg sample vials of UO2, did not contain
enough material to give statistically signi-
ficant counts in a reasonable amount of time.
Thus aggregates of these uere used instead,
tor examples, a whole "plane" of such sources,
or a vertical "line".

Series 3. The angular response, active
mode. One would ospect the ISAF to bs quite
inhomogeneous geometrically as a function of
azlmuthal angle considering the horizontal
(floor) plan of the detectors and source.
Normally samples are rotated to lessen this
difficulty. In this present severe teat the
sample platform Has not rotated.

The sample in thie case *sas a "column" of
five of the sample vials arranged to ba near
che edge of the container. The angular posi-
tions sere defined ao follows. The detectors
were labelled consecutively 1, 2, 3, and the
source position vaa considered 4. Thus for
esaople "1.5" would specify an angle midway
between the first and second detector, which
uould be 135° from ths source. Sose
result3 are plotted in Fig. 6, along ralth a
floor plan of the instrument- In comparison
with the doubles (D) and triples (T), the
invariant (D/T) is seen to ba relatively more
flat. The peak in the T response corresponds
to a position for the column diametrically
opposite the source t-here the interrogating
flux is che least, but whsre the solid angle
subtended by Che detectors is the largest, and
the latter is apparently the governing
factor. The S/T, and S/D results in this
series (Fig. 7) exhibit the same variation as
S. No good explanation is apparent. However,
the singles count (shich of course enters Into
S/T and S/D) might have a particularly sensi-
tive angular position dependence due to scat-
tering of the source radiation into the detec-
tors causing background singles which were not
properly subtracted. The quantity D/T, inde-
pendent of S, does give J relatively flat
response.

Series 4. Response to a "plane" of UOj,
active mode. A single plane of UO2 could be
made by loading up one of the perforated
sheets in the holder illustrated in Figure 3
with 13 of the lOg UCh sample vials. This was
done in turn with each of the five levels in
the Jig, then the process repeated after plac-
ing an empty -41 can under the Jig. In this
dancer the response of the ISAF Instrument to
a plane of DO2 moved vertically through the
whole ISAF sample volume could bs mapped as a
function of axial position. Position 10 cor-
responds to a level about 5cm below the top of
the ISAF detectors.

The results of this series of measure-
ments are plotted in Figure 8. In puzzling
contrast to other series' results, the S/T and
S/D quantities are seen to be Insensitive to
axial position, whereas D/T is actually
inferior to cha conventional signatures D and
T. The passive results aith CfZ52 (serie3

1, Figure 4) show all the Invariants to be
insensitive to axial position, and equally
good. In the active mode, in addition to
geometry and matrix absorption effects, which
are expected to be alleviated by use of the
invariant ratio signatures, there is also the
spatial variation of the interrogating flux,
which the invariant ratios do not take care
of. Why S/T and S/D do perform as sell as



could be hoped for, Ehereas D/T does noc,
remainti to be investigated In future work.

Series 5. I&trix effect measurements,
active mode. These were accomplished using
the thirteen vials of UO2 distributed "randoa-
ly" throughout a 41 can using the jig in
Figure 3. To simulate matrix materials, the
following substances were used to fill any
space in tHe can not occupied by the jig or
samples:

(i) air (no matrix)

(ii) polyethylene beads, ~lmm D, bulk
density ~0.4Sg/cm3

(iii) vermiculite (expanded mica), a com-
plex silicate with hydroxyl, alkali, and
aluminum components, bulk density ~0.1g/cm3

(iv) wet vermiculite, i.e., (iii) vith
~0.1g/cm3 H2O added

(v) sand, coarse, with a bulk density
~2.Sg/cm3, basically S102-

The responses listed in Table I beloir are
normalized with respect to the reaponse with
no matrix.

Table I. Relative Response of Signatures
to Various Matrices

Signa-
ture
D
T
S/D
S/T
D/T

Poly-
ethylene^

.541

.361
1.23
.971

1.12

Vermic-
ulite
.901
.800

1.10
.877

1.06

Vermic-
ulite &
Water
.741
.602

1.05
.833

1.02

Sand
.510
.351
.633
.571

1.Q2

Thus, for example, the response of the two-
fold coincidence count (D) with a polyethylene
matrix is only 542 as great as with no matrix
preseut, whereas with vermiculite, the D/T
signature Is 62 greater than with no matrix.
As can be seen, the three invariant signatures
perform generally better than either D or T
for any given class of matrix, as judged by a
smaller deviation of the relative response
from unity. Of the three invariants, D/T is
seen to be significantly leas sensitive to
matrix then S/D or S/T.

These results were obtained with the
Am^^-Li neutron source moderated by a
•1.3cm thick sheet of polyethylene that the
Interrogating neutrons had to pass through
before entering the sample. It would be
worthwhile to see what would happen for dif-
ferent degrees of source moderation.

The insensitivity of the invariant ratios
to the detector channel efficiencies implies
t..at any drifts in the detectors or electron-
ics of a common mode nature, i.e., similar or
or proportional in all the channels, likewise
would not affect the invariant ratios. This
is probably the reason why deviations from

the nominal calibration locus when the invari-
ant ratios are ussd as an assay signature
appear to be appreciably lass than those for
che more conventional assay signatures.

Typical ecamon code effects might be the
following (i) all the detectors (e.g., photo-
multiplier tubes) changing gain with tempera-
tures; to a first approximation the change in
gain might be expected to be in the saica
direction and similar in Eagnitude. (ii; all
the discriminator biases, being fed from a
cotamon supply, might be expected to drift in
the same direction as the supply drifts; simi-
larly amplifier gains, detector biases, etc.

Series 6. Common mode effects. This Has
simulated by varying th? (common) photomulti-
plier tube high voltage bias. It vas not suf-
ficiently realized at the elms the measure-
ments Mere made that the range over which the
high voltage was changed, 1400V to 1560V, Has
far too great for the results to be meaning-
ful. Fhotomultiplier tubes, even of the same
model, vary too greatly from one to tb« ether
in various parameters, in particular, the
change in gain per change in high volt^-je
bias, for them to track even approximately
equally over so wide a range. ffareover, for
the high biases an increasing amount of gammas
unrelated to the fission process, and even
photomultiplier Cube noise, were counted among
the singles, violating one of the premises of
this technique. (The bias voltages,, amplifier
gains, and discriminator settings uere not
changed from their normal valuas, and this
resulted in large inequalities in the singles,
and in the doubles, as the bias voltage
deviated from the normal value used in all ths
remaining measurements.)

The results are plotted in Figure 9.
Note the logarithmic ordinate scale, so that
with the data normalized to the value at the
lowest operating value, a given linear devia-
tion above 1 represents a more serious depar-
ture than the same deviation below 1. More-
over, as pointed out above, the data for high
voltage settings differing too much from that
at which the data were normalized are not very
meaningful. Photomultiplier voltages are
usually kept constant to within 1 volt, thus
perhaps no more than a ~30 volt shift from the
normalization point is meaningful.

Confining attention to the region 1400V
to 143CV, the invariant ratios S/D, S/T, and
D/T are all superior to the conventional sig-
natures T and D, though the latter is almost
as good as D/T. As would be expected, T
changes mure rapidly than D. For voltages
shifts greater than -60V (1460V) and ~U0V
(1510V) respectively, S/D aad S/T become worse
than D, presumably because of an increase in
extraneous contribution to the singles rates.
D and D/T become bad (a factor of -2 relative
to the values at 1400V) equally at the extreme
voltage shift of 160V (1560V) but D/T is some-
ahat better (closer to 1) over much of the
voltage range.

Finally, the variation of each of the
signatures as a function of the amount of
uranium was considered, incidentally dscon-



strating that the ratio invariants, while
relatively insensitive to geometry or uatrlx,
are dependent on the amount of uranium, as of
course they misse bs eo ace as signatures.

Series 7. Comparison of signatures. The
method used was to successively load more
lO.OgU (in the form of 003) vialg Into the
vial holder jig contained in 3 41 can Caking
data at each loading. The vials were kept
bunched together so that absorption of both
Incoming (interrogating) and outgoing radia-
tion was maximised, though the geometry was by
Che same token, more favourable•

In Figure 10 the D, T, and D/T signatures
are plotted against the number of lOg UO2 con-
taining vials. The straight lines match the
initial slope of the respective data points.
The data are all normalized with respect to
that of the first vial. Thus the relative
slopes of the lines (i.e., change in response
per change in amount of uranium In the sample)
is a measure of the relative sensitivity.
(Counting statistics is not a factor; count
rates are so large that for reasonable assay
times the observed variances are essentially
due to electronic drifts.) The D/T statistic
Is therefore only about 20% Ies3 sensitive
then the triples. Two features to be noted
are that (i) the T and D signatures depart
from linearity much more than does D/T, due
presumably to self-absorption affecting the T
and D signatures mere. (11) The D/T data
points have less variation about their locus
then do the T and D, a feature alluded to
before in connection with common mode effects*

Figure 11 shows all the possible signa-
tures involving the singles count rats. The
fact that the Intercepts depart appreciably
from zero (compared to T, D, and D/T in Figure
10) is considered due to in-.orrect background
subtraction for the sample with onl- me
vial. As before, the relative slope, indicate
the relative sensitivities of the respective
signatures. The S count is highly linear but
would be useless in a real plant environment.
The S/T and S/D statistics are fairly linear,
but do show more variance from the locus than
S or D/T. The fact that S/T and S/D do not
pass through the origin is a reflection of the
poor background subtraction for S.

Compared to the conventional signatures,
the loss in sensitivity as defined below la
about 20% for D/T, 35% for S/T, and 50% for
S/D.

Summary of Experimental Results

These experimental results support the
thesis that the invariant ratios are indeed
less susceptible to assay error3 caused by
geometry and matrix effects.

There i3 a slight loss in sensitivity,
defined here as the change in signature per
corresponding change in the amount of material
being assayed. This loss (e.g., 20% in the
case of D/T compared to T) is negligible,
especially when compared to Che benefits of
lessened 3enaitivity to matrix and geometry.

Tha advantage is most narked in the case
of passive assay, in which situation there

does not seem to be any clear reason to prefer
any one of the invariants over any other as a
signature.

With active assay, the advantage of the
invariant technique is still apparent, however
lessened, presumably because the effect of
inequitable Illumination of the sample by the
Interrogating source is not alleviated by this
technique. It seems that for the active assay
mode that the D/T signature is generally sig-
nificantly superior to the other invariant
ratios. We suspect this is because it does
not involve the singles, for which background
subtraction is much more difficult and also
statistically less sound (involving differ-
ences of large nearly equal numbers). All of
the invariant ratios attenuated matrix
effects, though D/T clearly gave the best
results. However no one ratio worked In every
case to attenuate spatial effects. At this
point we cannot account for this logically,
and suggest that the best signature in a given
situation as regards a geometrical problem
would have to be determined empirically.

Accepting that using these efficiency or
ratio invariants as signatures in nuclear
material assay has definite advantages and the
negligable disadvantage of slightly reduced
sensitivity, the question naturally arises as
to the practical cost of implementing this
technique.

The coincidence circuitry i3 obviously
more complex than would be needed if the sim-
ple coincidence count alone were being measur-
ed. The measurements described here employed
obsolete (though basically functional) elec-
tronics which occupied the equivalent of about
4 or 5 HIM bins. However, the equivalent
functions, executed in modern multifunctional
HIM modules would actually occupy only a
single NIM bin. The incremental cost to
implement the new functions is actually rela-
tively 3mall.

Moreover, the only reason for using nim
modules is the flexibility they afford in
setting up and exploring a system. Once the
optimum parameters have been established, the
NIM module logic can be executed more compact-
ly with dedicated printed circuit boards using
integrated circuit logic chips. This in fact
was done for as ISAP, though for other pur-
poses. (*•)

With Che increased amount of data coming
from a coincidence circuit if the invariant
ratio technique is to be implemented, on line
data reduction by a snail calculator or com-
puter is desirable, but these days this would
be considered so even for a simpler, standard,
coincidence arrangement• The present data was
analyzed off-line using an HP85 desk computer,
but this was wasteful of time and equipment,
as Che simple algebra and data handily re-
quirements could have baen easily handled
on-line with calculators of the 3P41C or HP7 5
genre. (The HP85 graphics capability however
Has used to automatically plot the data in
this paper.)

Another point that should be discussed is
to what extent this invariant ratio technique



can be applied in those situations in which
some of the basic assumptions ace partially
violated' An example of this is ehe case
where there Is no simple way eo subtract back-
ground singles cleanly, 30 that the singles
rate inevitably contains some portion of a
count rate not related eo those events produc-
ing coincidences. Our experience (with
another system) indicates that if the propor-
tion of non-relevant singles Is fixed and not
too large, a ratio (such as S/T or S/D) can be
formed which empirically ma7 still prove to be
superior to T or D alone. In another case in
point (also with another system), it was found
possible to obtain a usable signature with
"invariant" properties by simply adding the
products SiUj and dividing that by the aim
Njj, even though mathematically such a proce-
dure should work only if all the channels of
this particular three-fold arrangement were
Identical, which manifestly was not the case.
In brief, there Bay be applications in which
the method wil. give worthwhile improvement
over the standard way of coincidence counting
assay even though some of the rules have to be
bent somewhat.

The invariant ratio technique has impli-
cations in the long standing debate as to
whether it is better to try to limit the radi-
ation detected by coincidence arrangements to
the neutrons, or to accept gammas as well as
neutrons. Limiting acteneion to the neutrons
emitted by fission gives, an assay comparative-
ly free of matrix influence, due to the great-
er penetrability of fission neutrons compared
to fission gammas in typical matrix. However,
the relatively lov multiplicity of the fission
neutrons (<v> -2.5) gives a lov count rate and
limits the order of coincidence that is useful
to only 2, which has the practical consequence
that eh.2 background reduction available
through use of coincidence counting is mini-
mal. On the other hand, accepting fission
gammas (<v> ~7.5) as well as the fission neu-
trons, gives a higher count rate for a given
amount of sample, i.e., greater sensitivity
and or better statistics, albeit with a great-
er sensitivity to matrix (calibrations more
matrix dependent, less "linear"). The fact
that higher order coincidences become practi-
cal means less interference from background
(ambient) radiation.

Application of ehe invariant ratio tech-
nique however in principle allows a system
uhich accept both neutrons and gammas to keep
its own advantages as wall as those of the
system which accepts only neutrons. In fact,
while the invariant ratio technique Is applic-
able to a aeutroa only (two—fold) system, it
becomes more advantageous as the multiplicity
Increases. One reason is the greater number
of Invariants that are available; another Is
that Invariants ean be formed in ohlch the
singles do not appear, thus avoiding back-
ground difficulties attendant to the S count.

In suomatlon, the invariant ratio tech-
nique, it should be clear, is a system for
making use of data potentially already avail-

able from a coincidence circuit, which at a
relatively slight increase in cost for elec-
tronics, allows ehe possibility of signatures
in addition to the conventional. These invar-
iant signatures generally will 03 superior to
the conventional signatures as regards geo-
metry and matrix effects. If there is an
opportunity to use theee invariants as signa-
tures, they therefore should ba considered
instead of only the conventional coincidence
signatures. In tha development of new instru-
mentation, if other factors allow a choice to
be made between the order of coincidence used,
then the higher order should be considered on
the basis of the invariant technique being
more effective.
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FIG. 2

Figure 1. Logical arrangement to obtain required
information from a three-fold coin-
cidence circuit.

Figure 2. Jig for varying position of Cf
within the ISAF sample volume co
obtain the passive mode response
to geometry effects

Figure 3. Jig for varying the position of UO,
containing vials within the ISAF
sample volume to obtain the active
mode response to geometry and matrix
effects.



Figure 4. Geometry effects in the passive mode.
"Ratios" refer to the various invar-
iants: S/D, D/T, S/T. S - singles,
D « doubles, T = triples.

Figure 6. Effect of geometry (angular position)
on various signatures (D/T, D, T) in
the active mode.
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Figure 5. Matrix effects in the passive mode.
The matrix is simulated using a lead
shielded Cf252 source moved axially
as in Figure 4.

Figure 7. Effect of geometry (angular positions)
on various signatures (S, S/D, S/T)
in the active mode.
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Figure 8. Effect of geometry (axial position)
of a plane of UO. on various signa-
tures (S/T, S/D.Tl/T, D, T) in the
active mode.

Figure 10. Various signatures (T, D, D/T) as a
function of the amount of uranium
(active mode); the straight lines
correspond to the initial slope of
the respective signature locus.
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Figure 9. Common mode drift effects on various
signatures in the active mode.

Figure 11. Various signatures (S, S/T, S/P) as
a function of the amount of uranium
(active mode).
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